Introduction
Neutron probe constitutes a powerful tool in condensed matter investigations because neutrons have proper wavelengths (Angstroms) and kinetic energies (leV to meV) to probe both the structural and dynamical properties of material systems. X-rays interact with matter via electromagnetic interactions through atomic electron clouds (atoms have sizes comparable to the wavelength of the probing radiation). Electron beams interact with matter via electrostatic interactions, and light interacts with matter through polarizability. In contrast, neutrons interact through nuclear interactions (scattering nuclei are point particles on the scale of atomic dimensions) and have a low absorption (high penetration capability) for most elements, hence representing a unique probe for bulk. Furthermore, neutrons do not heat up or destroy samples, and the atomic neutron scattering lengths vary in a non-systematic way with atomic number. Thus, neutrons offer a series of advantages, such as the possibility of isotopic labelling and the possibility of designing sample environments with high atomic number materials.
However, neutron sources are expensive to build and maintain, are characterised by relatively low fluxes compared to synchrotrons, are not effective in investigations of rapid timedependent processes, and require relatively large amounts of samples, which is difficult when using biological specimens.
For these reasons, instrumentation improvement and enhanced computational modelling are key components for future neutron scattering development. The latest generation neutron sources, such as the European Spallation Source (ESS), offer new opportunities to combine higher beam intensities with innovative approaches, stimulating the design of flexible neutron spectrometers to span a wide range of experimental conditions.
As a rule, Quasi Elastic Neutron Scattering (QENS) corresponds to energy transfers smaller than the incoming neutron energy, whereas Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) corresponds to larger energy transfers.
In Elastic Incoherent Neutron Scattering (EINS) the scattered intensity is collected at neutron energy transfer x = 0 with a given ''energy resolution window" Dx. Compared with inelastic scattering, this contribution is higher by two or three orders of magnitude, hence providing better quality data to study small amounts of samples or small-sized samples as well as strongly absorbing samples. In this framework, the RENS technique which ultimately consists of the analysis of the EINS intensity collected at varying, as an external parameter, the instrumental energy resolution dx provides an effective and innovative tool of investigation [1, 2] for characterising the blurred boundary between elastic and quasielastic scattering. In an upgraded and revised work [3] , an increasing and a decreasing sigmoidal curve described the elastically scattered intensity vs increasing instrumental energy resolution and vs increasing temperature values. Summarising, energy resolution scans at a fixed temperature and temperature scans at a fixed instrumental energy resolution of the elastic intensity furnish a complementary approach for the characterisation of system dynamical properties. The RENS approach has been experimentally tested on glycerol and sorbitol [4] , trehalose/glycerol mixtures and hydrated lysozyme [5] . Following Van Hove, the time dependent pair correlation function Gðr; tÞ [6] , indicates the probability to find a particle at distance r after a time t when a particle was at t ¼ 0 in r ¼ 0. Gðr; tÞ and the scattering function SðQ ; xÞ are connected in Planck's units through a time-space Fourier transform.
By introducing the instrumental resolution function RðQ ; xÞ, the ''measured" scattering law S R ðQ ; xÞ is the convolution of the scattering law SðQ ; xÞ and instrumental resolution function RðQ ; xÞ. The time and time-space Fourier transform of the resolution function are denoted as RðQ ; tÞ and Rðr; tÞ, respectively. Thus, the ''measured" scattering function can be expressed as the convolution: S R ðQ ; xÞ ¼ SðQ ; xÞ t RðQ ; xÞ ð 1Þ
In the general case, the resolution function in x-space has a full width Dx RES . Here, for the presentation of principles, the resolution function is approximated as a half period of the cosine function with full width Dx RES (i.e., RðQ ; xÞ ¼ cosðpx=x RES Þ for x j j < Dx RES =2 and 0 otherwise), and the experimentally measured elastic scattering law is: 
Here, the Riemann lemma (as also used in Fresnel zone construction), which states that the integral of the product of a smooth function f and a sine or cosine function averages to zero, is used; furthermore outside the À Dx RES 2
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domain SðQ ; xÞ is assumed to be a smooth function in the x variable. Furthermore, SðQ ; xÞ is assumed to be an even function of x.
In RENS, the variable energy window as the scan parameter fundamentally corresponds to the physical time in the intermediate
For the same matter, this characteristic also applies in the space-time correlation function Gðr; tÞ, which describes the full structural and dynamical description of sample material. By directly revealing IðQ ; tÞ, RENS is an approximate equivalent to Neutron Spin Echo (NSE) spectroscopy [7] , experimentally covering the domain of shorter times than NSE but with some overlap. In practical terms, a RENS scan will contain a combination of changing the instrumental elastic resolution by changing instrumental parameters (e.g., chopper speeds) or by integrating over a number of channels in a higher resolution (i.e., smaller Dx RES ) scan. The instrumental calibration of this RENS scan is achieved by determining the same sequence of ''resolutionelastic" measurements (i.e., appearing as elastic within the actually set instrumental resolution) for a truly elastic scattering standard sample, such as vanadium. As shown in an upgraded version [3] , the measured elastic scattering law versus the logarithm of the instrumental energy resolution Dx RES follows an increasing sigmoid curve whose inflection point occurs when the instrumental resolution time matches the system relaxation time. In a numerical fitting process aimed at full depth quantitative data analysis, of course, one will use the experimentally established precise shapes of RðQ ; xÞ at the various resolutions involved in the RENS scan for deriving an adequate model scattering function SðQ ; xÞ that is consistent with the measured spectra. Fig. 1 shows the variable energy window RENS approach achieved by integrating a measured, good energy resolution spectrum over different domains:
S R ðQ ; xÞdx, which decreases towards high RENS energy resolutions, i.e., with increasing s RES ¼ p=Dx RES . In particular, on the left column of the figure, a fixed scattering law SðQ ; xÞ, with a Gaussian profile, and different instrumental energy resolution windows (coloured rectangles) are reported. On the right column of the figure, the integrated resolution-elastic intensity as a function of the logarithm of the instrumental resolution is shown; furthermore, the red circle with a black contour, corresponding to the fourth point, represents the curve inflection point. For a given fixed energy resolution, the EISF contribution refers to system dynamics on a time scale longer than the instrumental time resolution. System dynamics occurring on a time scale shorter than the instrumental time resolution is reflected in the quasielastic and inelastic contributions [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In terms of the twodimensional matrix Gðr; tÞ, assuming that the resolution function Rðr; tÞ has a linewidth in time of s RES / 1=Dx RES , then matrix elements contributing to elastic scattering are those for t > s RES .
Notably, a complementary way to extract quantitative information from the EINS spectra is the thermal restraint approach, which consists of maintaining fixed the instrumental energy resolution while varying the system temperature; in this case, a sigmoid behaviour whose inflection point occurs when the instrumental energy resolution matches the system relaxation time [13] [14] [15] , as shown in Fig. 2 .
Statistical chopper and correlation spectroscopy
Neutron correlation spectroscopy has been extensively studied in the 1960s and 1970s [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Mechanical statistical choppers were first tested and then implemented as in the case of the now decommissioned time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer IN7 at Institute Laue Langevin (ILL) and the recently commissioned CORELLI spectrometer at Spallation Neutron Source (SNS). Correlation techniques that were initially developed in connection with steadystate neutron sources have been adapted to pulsed spallation neutron sources, allowing for the analysis of TOF spectra through their fine time modulation without corresponding monochromatisation of the beam [23, 24] . More specifically, the scattering law in such a case is calculated by evaluating the cross-correlation between the measured signal and the used beam modulation sequence, which latter ideally should be of a random type [18] . Comparisons to current state of the art direct time-of-flight instruments at a steady state source, rep-rate multiplication (multiplexing) and inverted time-of-flight are reported in refs. [18, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
Statistical choppers are characterised by slits and absorbing wings occupying the chopper disc perimeter [18, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . The slit and wing widths are multiples of the perimeter fraction 1/n that defines the narrowest (unit) slit in the pattern (e.g., for n = 255, it is 1.4177°). The time corresponding to this angle is the chopper sequence time unit (e.g. for n = 255 at 18,000 RPM chopper rotation speed, it is 13.123 ls). In the evaluation of the correlation function, the statistical error occurring in the calculation of the correlation function is the origin of the delicate features of the method. The most relevant feature of the RENS technique is that it offers very significant gains in the data collection rate when the intensity of the elastic or quasi-elastic contribution of interest gives the major part of the integral of the whole scattering spectrum [18] .
Since the beam intensity in correlation spectroscopy is independent on the resolution achieved via the random beam modulation (the time average transmission of the statistical chopper is fixed, commonly to 50%), correlation choppers offer a very flexible way of changing instrumental resolution.
To prove the feasibility and obtain a realistic estimate of the gain in efficiency achievable by cross-correlation for energy discrimination, experimental simulations have been performed by using MATLAB software.
The simplest modulation function would be a sequence of rectangular pulses with mðtÞ equal to one or zero during equidistant time intervals (Fig. 3a) . For example, the mechanical chopper uses a rotating disc with transparent slits corresponding to a pattern of type Fig. 3a . Since the slit width must be equal to the beam width for the optimum intensity, the single pulses become triangles of half width h and multiple pulses become trapezoids (Fig. 3b) . In  Fig. 3 , an example of a periodic pseudo-random function is shown. With mechanical disc choppers, only periodic pseudo-random pulse sequences can be produced, while truly random sequences should be aperiodic. This important boundary condition makes correlation functions ambiguous for periods of time longer than the time of revolution of the chopper disc [18] .
A binary sequence (BS) is a sequence a 0 ; :::; a NÀ1 of N bits, i.e., a j 2 0; 1 f g for j ¼ 0; 1; :::; N À 1, consisting of m ¼ P a j ones and N À m zeros. A BS is a Pseudo Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) if its autocorrelation function:
has two values: 2 . Left: Thermal restraint approach consisting of maintaining fixed instrumental energy resolution (corresponding to the blue shaded area) while varying the system temperature. Right: The integrated resolution-elastic intensity shows a sigmoid behaviour whose inflection point occurs when the instrumental energy resolution matches the system relaxation time. In the inserts, the first and second derivatives are also shown, which allow us to best identify the inflection point; the second derivative passes from negative to positive signalling an ascending inflection point. where
is the PRBS duty cycle. The PRBS is 'pseudorandom' because, although it is deterministic, it seems to be random in a sense that the value of an a j element is independent of the values of any of the other elements, similar to real random sequences. The correlation function decreases due to the decrease of the number of sums; therefore, the sequence length can be prolonged to avoid this influence, e.g., by duplicating it. With a statistical chopper, a pseudo-random sequence must be considered as the sequence reported in the table on the right of Fig. 4 constituted by 255 elements, equal to 2 n À1, where n = 8. This sequence gives rise to the chopper design on the left in Fig. 4 [18] . Fig. 5 shows the ''ideal" rectangular linear pattern of a pseudorandom statistical chopper. Fig. 6 shows a ''true" trapeze pattern of the pseudo-random function of the statistical chopper in Fig. 4 . Fig. 7 shows a diagram of a simplified correlation techniquebased instrument; the neutron beam is time-modulated by a statistical chopper following the law mðtÞ, being 0 6 mðtÞ 6 1, while the intensity scattered by the sample is registered at a detector.
Simulation results
To examine the basic mathematical features of this approach, the process on a schematic model construction has been simulated. The above pseudo-random sequence mðtÞ, which is composed of 255 elements and a signal function sðtÞ composed of the sum of three Lorentzian functions, is taken into account, i.e., 
Here, t is an integer channel number for data representation. In this simplified mathematical study of the principle of correlation spectroscopy, a detailed model of a spectrometer has been not developed, where, in addition to the statistical chopper sequence mðtÞ and the scattering function of the sample sðtÞ, the detailed geometrical layout of the spectrometer and pulse characteristics of the source together determine the detected signal zðtÞ in a quite complex, case-by-case manner.
In the following model exploration of the principal features of correlation spectroscopy, a modulation of the signal function sðtÞ that is correlated with the chopper transmission function mðtÞ by simply calculating the cross-correlation function between mðtÞ and sðtÞ is mathematically introduced and this modulation is assumed to characterise the time dependence of the detector signal zðtÞ: sðtÞ Ã mðtÞ ¼ zðtÞ ð 8Þ
In Fig. 8 , these three functions are shown in panels (a), (b) and (c); it can be observed that the assumed detector spectrum zðtÞ looks like random fluctuations and has no resemblance to the sig- Fig. 7 . Sketch of a correlation technique-based schematic instrument where a neutron beam produced by a source is intercepted by a statistical chopper before the sample, and the scattered beam is registered by the detector. nal function sðtÞ. However, the signal function can be fully recovered if the cross-correlation function between the modulation and detector signal [18] is computed:
zðtÞ Ã mðtÞ ¼ sðtÞ ð 9Þ
In order to test the validity of such an approach a set of new simulations, taking into account only one spectral contribution with an increased linewidth, have been performed. In particular, the above pseudo-random sequence mðtÞ and three Lorentzian functions sðtÞ centered at t = 128 and linewidth 0.7, 1.8 and 3.2, respectively, have been considered. Fig. 9 reports the simulations performed with three Lorentzian functions with different widths.
In Fig. 10 , a sketch of the flowchart of the simulation process leading to Fig. 8 is shown. In particular, a function mðtÞ represents the statistical chopper and sðtÞ the signal constituted by three Lorentzian functions. From their convolution, the signal registered at the detector zðtÞ can be obtained. Finally, the cross-correlation operation between zðtÞ and mðtÞ provides the scattering law sðtÞ.
Furthermore, as shown in a previous study [22] , simulation results have been obtained for the measured conventional and statistical chopper spectra and for the calculated correlation spectra for a quasi-elastic model function with long tails in the presence of a uniform, ''sample independent" background of 100 times the sample peak intensity. During the same measuring time, the signal remains unobservable next to the background created by statistical noise in conventional spectroscopy, and clearly revealed in some detail by using a statistical chopper, that provides 100 times higher incoming beam intensity on the sample for correlation based data collection. In the mentioned study, the obtained curves also could be part of a RENS experiment, with changing the quasi-elastic resolution by adding the contents of a certain number of channels. The simulation data well illustrate the decisively enhanced data collection rate obtained by the statistical chopper in the case of high intensity background compared to the sample scattering, which can e.g. be a very practical situation for samples only available in small quantities.
Conclusions
In this work, the RENS spectroscopy is described, providing evidence of the main important features. Then, it is demonstrated that the correlation neutron spectroscopy based on a statistical chopper offers significant advantages, including significant gains in beam intensity and enhanced opportunities for variable resolution studies requiring flexibility in selecting the proper balance between resolution, intensity, and sensitivity to external background.
A formulation of neutron correlation spectroscopy, which makes it possible to reconstruct neutron scattering spectra from time-modulated detected beam intensity data, is also presented. The numerical simulation results confirm the perfect reconstruction of a model scattering function for a schematic example of a beam modulation algorithm. The prominent efficiency of the correlation method in the case of the presence of very high intensity sample independent background is also shown by further simulation results.
